Deciphering Cyberpower
Strategic Purpose in Peace and War
John B. Sheldon
What is the strategic purpose of cyberpower? All too many works on
cyberspace and cyberpower are focused on the technical, tactical, and
operational aspects of operating in the cyber domain. These are undoubtedly
important topics, but very few address the strategic purpose of cyberpower
for the ends of policy. Understanding its strategic purpose is important if
policy makers, senior commanders, and strategists are to make informed
judgments about its use. Cyberpower does indeed have strategic purpose
relevant to achieving policy objectives. This strategic purpose revolves
around the ability in peace and war to manipulate perceptions of the strategic
environment to one’s advantage while at the same time degrading the ability
of an adversary to comprehend that same environment.
While it is proper to pay attention to the technological, tactical, and
operational implications, challenges, and opportunities of cyberspace, this
article concerns itself with its use—“the ability to use cyberspace to create
advantages and influence events in all the operational environments and
across the instruments of power”—for achieving the policy objectives of
the nation.1 Transforming the effects of cyberpower into policy objectives
is the art and science of strategy, defined as “managing context for continuing
advantage according to policy” (emphasis in original).2 The definition provides the overall strategic impetus for the use of cyberpower. To fully understand the power of cyber, one must acknowledge the character of cyberpower and cyberspace. The linkage between strategic context, strategy, and
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cyberpower is also essential. Ultimately, cyberpower stems from the
ability to manipulate the strategic environment, and this requires a theory
of cyberpower.

The Character of Cyberspace and Cyberpower
It is worth noting the difference between the terms cyberspace and cyberpower. Cyberspace is the domain in which cyber operations take place;
cyberpower is the sum of strategic effects generated by cyber operations in
and from cyberspace. These effects can be felt within cyberspace, as well as
the other domains of land, sea, air, and space, and can also be cognitively
effective with individual human beings. With this in mind, we turn our
attention to some of the main characteristics of cyberspace.
Cyberspace relies on the electromagnetic spectrum (EMS). Cyberspace cannot exist without being able to exploit the naturally existing electromagnetic
spectrum. Without the EMS, not only would millions of information and
communications technologies (ICT) be unable to communicate with each
other, but the ICTs themselves would be unable to function. Integrated
circuits and other microelectronic devices depend on electrons to function.
Fiber-optic cables are nothing if they are unable to propagate light. Networks of ICTs are also dependent upon the myriad properties of the EMS
for their essential connectivity via radio frequencies and microwaves.3
Cyberspace requires man-made objects to exist. This makes cyberspace
unique when compared to the land, sea, air, and space domains. Without
integrated circuit boards, semiconductors and microchips, fiber-optics,
and other ICTs, there would be no cyberspace capable of hosting the
EMS. Space would still exist if humankind were not able to place satellites
in Earth orbit; the sea would still exist if humans had been unable to master
the intricacies of buoyancy; and similarly, the air would still exist if the
principles of flight had not been discovered. Cyberspace would not exist
were it not for the ability of human beings to innovate and manufacture
technologies capable of exploiting the various properties of the EMS.
Without such technologies the EMS would be nothing more than the
“Luminiferous Ether” promulgated by the scientist Albert A. Michelson
in the late nineteenth century—in other words, though it can be said to
exist, the velocity of the earth’s orbit around the sun has no discernable
effect on it.4
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Cyberspace can be constantly replicated. As an entity, there is only one air,
one sea, one space, and one land. In contrast, there can be as many cyberspaces as one can possibly generate. In reality, there is only one portion of
the air, sea, or land that is important: that portion that is being contested.
The air over the United States is pretty much the same as that over Afghanistan. The only difference is that the air over the United States is not
contested like the air over Afghanistan (or at least, it is contested in principle if not in practice). The same goes for the oceans. One could set off
across the Atlantic tomorrow and have a more or less pleasant passage to
Europe on the same ocean that, several thousand miles away off the Horn
of Africa, is infested with pirates. With cyberspace, however, there can be
many in existence at any one time—some contested, some not. For the
most part, nothing is final in cyberspace.5 With airpower, enemy aircraft
can be destroyed, and there the matter ends. In cyberspace, a jihadist website can be purposefully shut down, only for the same jihadists to start a
new website within hours on a different server using a different domain
name. Similarly, networks can be quickly repaired and reconstituted,
thanks to the relatively inexpensive and readily available hardware.6
The cost of entry into cyberspace is relatively cheap. The resources and expertise required to enter, exist in, and exploit cyberspace are modest compared to the resources and expertise required for exploiting the land, sea,
air, and space. Generating strategic effect in cyberspace does not require a
budget of billions, manpower in the thousands, tracts of land, or divisions/
fleets/wings/constellations of hardware that cost yet more billions of dollars.
Rather, modest financial outlays, a small group of motivated individuals,
and access to networked computers that are accessible to a large portion of
the world’s population can provide entry to the cyber domain.7 Deep
computer expertise is always an advantage but not always necessary. Computer science and programming knowledge need be only modest to generate strategic effect in and from cyberspace. As Col Stephen Korns points
out, many cyber “weapons” are now commoditized and can be easily purchased “off the shelf ” at affordable prices, such as denial-of-service software that can be downloaded onto a personal computer and deployed
against its target.8 The commoditization of cyber capabilities is evidenced
by the cyber attacks that took place against Estonia in April/May 2007
and against Georgia in August 2008, when individuals—the vast majority
of whom were not experts in programming or computer science—downloaded
readily available software to mount the denial-of-service attacks.9 This is
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not to imply that deep cyber expertise cannot bring about an advantage or
that the investment of billions of dollars into a cyber effort will not have a
significant strategic return—far from it. Rather, the character of cyberspace is such that the number of actors able to operate in the domain and
potentially generate strategic effect is exponential when compared to the
land, sea, air, and space domains.
For the time being, the offense rather than the defense is dominant in cyberspace. This is due to a number of reasons. First, network defenses rely on
vulnerable protocols and open architectures, and the prevailing network
defense philosophy emphasizes threat detection, not fixing vulnerabilities.10
Second, attacks in cyberspace occur at great speed—for all intents and
purposes to a human observer they seem instantaneous—putting defenses
under immense pressure, as an attacker has to be successful only once,
whereas the defender has to be successful all of the time. Third, and related
to the previous reason, range is not an issue in cyberspace as it is in the
other domains. Attacks can emerge from literally anywhere in the world.11
Fourth, attributing attacks is for the most part problematic, thus complicating any possible response.12 Fifth, and lastly, the overwhelming reliance
on cyberspace throughout modern society, not just in the military, presents
any attacker with a target-rich environment, again placing great strain on
the ability to successfully defend the domain.13
Cyberspace consists of four layers, and control of one layer does not mean
control of the others. Cyberspace consists of infrastructure, physical, syntactic,
and semantic layers. The infrastructure layer consists of the hardware, cabling,
satellites, facilities, and so on. The physical layer consists of the myriad
properties of the EMS—electrons, photons, frequencies, and so forth—
that animate the infrastructure layer.14 The syntactic layer consists of the
formatting of information and the rules that instruct and control information systems that make up cyberspace. The semantic layer consists of
information useful and comprehensible to human users and is essentially
the cyber-cognitive nexus. Controlling the infrastructure layer of cyberspace does not necessarily translate into control of the physical, syntactic,
and semantic layers. Similarly, semantic control does not require infrastructure control, as evidenced by the prevalence of cyber crime today that
effectively exploits the semantic layer. While this proposition is generally
true, there are exceptions that depend upon what one is trying to do. If
one is trying to destroy and disable a network, then attacking the infrastructure layer alone may well be effective. If, on the other hand, one is
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trying to spoof an enemy commander into making certain decisions, then
control of the infrastructure layer is largely irrelevant, but control of the
semantic layer is everything.15
Cyberpower is ubiquitous. Land, sea, air, and space power are able to generate
strategic effect on each of the other domains, but nothing generates strategic
effect in all domains so absolutely and simultaneously as cyberpower.16
Given the cyber dependencies of the military, economy, and society in a growing number of countries, and given that cyberspace critically enables land,
sea, air, and space power—as well as other instruments of power, such as
diplomacy, media, and commerce—cyberpower is ubiquitous. Land, sea, air,
and space power can return to barracks, ports, airfields, or, in the case of
satellites, be tasked on to another target. Cyberpower does not go back to
its sender, nor is it expended.
Cyberpower is complementary. Unlike land, sea, and airpower, but in
many ways like space power, cyberpower is largely a complementary instrument, especially when used autonomously. It is indirect because the
coercive ability of cyberpower is limited and likely to remain so. For example,
consider the cyber attack against Estonia in spring 2007. It is often forgotten that the attacks occurred along with violent protests in Estonia and a
political warfare campaign allegedly perpetrated by the Russian government against Estonian interests. None of these—the protests, political
warfare campaign, Russian threats and diplomatic protests, or the cyber
attacks—swayed the Estonian government. This is even more remarkable
given that Estonia is widely regarded as one of the most cyber-dependent
countries in the world. It can certainly be argued that the cyber attacks
were damaging, disruptive, and a nuisance, but they were not coercive.17
It is even more evident that the cyber attacks during the short conflict
between Russia and Georgia in August 2008 were likewise not coercive.
Georgia, especially at the time, was not a particularly cyber-dependent
country, and the Russian military campaign was relatively swift and decisive in achieving its objectives against the Georgians. The associated cyber
attacks—which have never been publicly attributed to the Russian government but seemed to have been impeccably timed to peak just as Russian forces crossed into South Ossetia and Abkhazia—certainly caused major
disruption to Georgian Internet services and several means of communication, but it is implausible to suggest that the Russian military campaign
would have been in any way less decisive had the cyber attacks not taken
place or had failed.18
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The assertion that cyberpower is a complementary instrument rests, of
course, on the little-observed use of meaningful cyberpower over the past
few years. The nightmare scenarios of cyberpower used to switch off power
grids, disrupt air traffic control, or bring down Wall Street with a few keystrokes, so beloved by Hollywood, have thankfully yet to occur. This may
well change at some point in the future, and in that case the assertion
should be thoroughly revised. But for this to happen, coercion must be
proven. Shutting down a power grid via cyberpower, for example, would
undoubtedly have catastrophic consequences, but rather than coercing its
victim to concede to an attacker’s demands, it may in fact only invite an
even more catastrophic response. Similarly, for all the press about the
damage caused by the Stuxnet worm in recent months,19 it has plainly not
coerced Iranian leaders to abandon their nuclear program.20 Until such
time that cyberpower might prove its coercive ability, it can be said, at
best, that it is a complementary instrument.
Cyberpower can be stealthy. One of cyberpower’s attractions for many
users is the ability to wield it surreptitiously on a global scale without it
being attributed to the perpetrator. Malicious software can be planted in
enemy networks without knowledge until the cyber weapon is activated
and causes its intended damage. Databases can be raided for classified or
proprietary information, and the owners of that information may not be
any the wiser as terabits of data are stolen. Similarly, private citizens can
go about their innocent lives only to discover that cyber criminals have
ruined their credit rating and maxed out their credit cards because of stolen
identity. This ability to stealthily use cyberpower, aided by the inherent
difficulties of attributing the identity and motivation of most attackers,
makes it a very attractive instrument for governments and other actors.21
Other theorists might feasibly identify more attributes of cyberpower
than described here, but the preceding discussion has identified the most
prominent characteristics pertinent to the wider ensuing discussion. Before addressing the strategic purpose of cyberpower, however, it is necessary to briefly describe the strategic context in which it is emerging as an
instrument of power and its relationship to the enduring nature of strategy.

The Strategic Context of Cyberpower
Along with land, sea, air, and space power is a strategic tool that can be
used either alone or in combination with other instruments of military
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and national power. Cyberpower can be used in peace and war because,
among its many other attributes, it is stealthy and covert, relatively cheap,
and its use both favors the offense and is difficult to attribute to the perpetrator. Of course, these very same attributes render our own networks
vulnerable to cyber attack by others. But, with a more robust cyber-security
culture and a more realistic understanding of the limits of cyberpower, we
should consider that its value as an instrument to manipulate the strategic
environment to one’s advantage outweighs the risks.
Cyberspace is but the latest collection of technologies in the history of
information processing. The printing press, telegraph, telephone, and
wireless communication technologies such as radio and television have
each revolutionized society, and in turn military affairs, in their own
ways.22 Cyberspace, however, is different from its technological predecessors
because it is not just a means of communication but also the predominant
form of creating, storing, modifying, and exploiting information.23 The
technological predecessors of cyberspace—with the possible exception of
the book—have always been means of exchanging (transmitting and
receiving) information; the creation, storage, modification, and exploitation of that information did not occur within those technologies.
Today, information and communication technologies permeate every
function and level of the US military, including the Air Force.24 An ICT
can be anything from a personal computer or cell phone to supervisory
control and data acquisition (SCADA) devices that monitor the functioning of utilities, infrastructure, facilities, and other complex hardware.25
Their use is extensive, pervasive, and growing throughout the US military
and beyond. Furthermore, most military hardware is now digitized, making
most platforms reliant on ICTs for both their internal functioning and for
their coordinated use in both peace and war. When ICTs communicate,
or network, with each other it can be said that cyberspace exists.26 Reliance on ICTs is both spreading and deepening, and not just in the military. Throughout the US economy and society, ICTs play a critical role in
the everyday functioning of the country, and the same is also true not only
of other industrialized developed countries but emerging and developing
countries as well.27
This expanding, deepening, and increasingly pervasive reliance on cyberspace is part of the mosaic of the shifting geopolitical and economic global
environment that provides the strategic context for the use of cyberpower.
Admittedly, this strategic context is challenging for policymakers, commanders,
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and scholars to comprehend, as fundamental power shifts are still underway
and geopolitical alignments are in flux. Safe to say, however, that the United
States and its allies, while still the most important fulcrum of power in the
international system, are not necessarily the sole focus of international
affairs. As Philip Stephens of the Financial Times recently pointed out,
A multipolar world has been long predicted, but has always seemed to be perched
safely on the horizon. Now it has rushed quite suddenly into the present . . . The
lazy way to describe the new geopolitical landscape is one of a contest between
the west and the rest—between western liberal democracies and eastern market
economy autocracies. Neat as such divisions may seem, they miss the complexities.
None are more determined, for example, than Russia and China to keep India
from securing a permanent seat on the UN Security Council. Few are more worried
than India by China’s military buildup . . . The rising nations prize state power
over international rules, sovereignty over multilateralism. The transition to a new
order is likely to see more rivalry and competition than co-operation. The facts
of interdependence cannot be wished away but they will certainly be tested. It is
going to be a bumpy ride.28

Compounding these rapid, and at times dramatic, changes is the fact
that cyberpower as a strategic tool has diffused widely among all actors—
state and nonstate alike. The United States may continue to hold the preponderance of land, sea, air, and space power, and may well do so with
cyberpower, but other actors in the strategic environment are also cyber
empowered and are often wielding their cyberpower to some effect.29
With the strategic context summarized, now consider the relationship
between strategy and cyberpower.

Strategy and Cyberpower
Cyberpower is technically, tactically, and even operationally distinct
from the other instruments of military power, but it is not beyond strategy;
nor does it subvert the enduring nature of war that is unchanging throughout history. Yet while the nature of war is unchanging, its character changes
all the time along with changes in society, political actors, technology,
geopolitics, and the emergence of new exploitable domains such as the
sea, air, space, and more recently, cyberspace.30 A general understanding
of strategy, and in particular, an understanding of the strategic meaning of
cyberpower, can help senior commanders and policymakers comprehend
what is enduring, what is new and unique, and what is important and
unimportant in cyberpower.
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Cyberpower is subservient to the needs of policy, and strategy is the
process of translating those needs into action. Cyber operations take place
in cyberspace and generate cyberpower, but they do not serve their own
ends; they serve the ends of policy. Strategy is the bridge between policy
and the exploitation of the cyber instrument. The notion that cyber operations (along with land, sea, air, and space operations) must serve their own
imperatives is a thoroughly astrategic one. For example, the capability
may exist through cyber means to shut down the power grids in foreign
nations, disable their networks, or read every digital message they transmit
and receive, but the needs of policy will often demand that the power be
kept on, the networks remain unmolested, and intelligence garnered from
passively monitoring enemy e-mail activity not be used. Such restraint
may stem from a variety of reasons, ranging from the very limited and nuanced
objectives of policy, to restraint based on proportionality, to fear of unknown consequences from certain cyber actions. Additionally, one may
not wish to tip one’s hand by demonstrating a capability for a short-term
goal that may only be used a couple of times at best before the enemy can
devise a plausible defense. Ultimately, cyberpower may be able to deliver
the required strategic effect, but leaders may want to rely on other forms
of military power, or even other instruments of national power, in any
given instance.
It is vital that commanders and senior officials develop a greater understanding not only of the strategic purpose of cyberpower but also its relationship to strategy. Education, experimentation, and experience will be essential in comprehending the relationship and in identifying the strategic
purpose of cyberpower.

Manipulating the Strategic Environment
through Cyberpower
The characteristics and attributes of cyberpower previously discussed
are just some that can be ascribed to it but do not ultimately explain to the
strategist what makes it a unique instrument. The key strategic attribute
of cyberpower is the ability in peace and war to manipulate the strategic
environment to one’s advantage while at the same time degrading the ability
of an adversary to comprehend that same environment. This strategic utility
extends to all the other strategic domains (or, if one prefers, media),
given their ubiquitous dependence upon cyberspace. Indeed, the strategic
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environment is now something that is comprehended and refracted increasingly through cyber technologies, and as a result, the strategic potential of cyberpower will increase accordingly. Its ability, therefore, to manipulate an adversary’s perception of the strategic environment to one’s
advantage is a real, if not growing, prospect. Such manipulation produces
the strategic effect of misdirection and deception that in turn allows other
military and national instruments of power to achieve policy objectives
directly. Ultimately, this means that successful applications of cyberpower
will be those used in support of, and in conjunction with, other military
and national instruments of power to allow these instruments greater leverage and prospects of success.
The currency of cyberpower is information that can be disseminated via
a variety of means across, in, and to all the other media. The aim of the
cyber strategist is to maximize to the greatest extent possible the various
tools (or cyber “weapons”) that can, among other things, disrupt and sabotage adversary cyber-dependent activities; deny adversary cyber-dependent
communications; steal information that is valuable to the adversary; monitor and spy on adversary activities through cyberspace; and deceive cyberdependent adversaries into making decisions (or not making decisions)
that are favorable to the perpetrator through the manipulation of adversary information by cyber means. Ultimately, these and a variety of other
actions through cyberpower—used autonomously and in conjunction
with other instruments of power—provide the strategic potential to complicate adversary decision making, buy time to allow other instruments of
national power a greater chance of success by disrupting or deceiving
adversary information, and ultimately subvert, deny, steal, and even destroy
information vital to the functioning of a group, society, or economy as
part of a wider strategy of punishment or coercion in conjunction with
other forms of military power.
Employed autonomously, cyberpower is unlikely to emerge as an independent coercive instrument. Yet its capabilities do provide real strategic
value, as events of the past several years have demonstrated. The Stuxnet
computer worm has disrupted and, as a result, delayed the Iranian nuclear
program by sabotaging the computer operating system used to power its
centrifuges.31 The denial-of-service operation against Georgian cyberspace
during the Russian invasion of August 2008 contributed greatly to the inability of Georgian elites to communicate with each other and the outside
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world during the military campaign, thus retarding their ability to react to
events in a timely manner.32
China is using cyberspace to conduct extensive espionage operations
against political, governmental, industrial, and military targets throughout the West to gain access to critical Western technologies and glean the
strategic and economic intentions of its rivals.33 One US official claims
that Chinese intelligence services have essentially stolen enough classified
and proprietary information to fill the Library of Congress.34 Finally, millions
of people—to include members of Congress, the government, and the
military—are potential victims of various “phishing” scams that attempt
to illicitly obtain sensitive user ID and password information to access
proprietary databases and spoof messages from individuals in positions of
authority and command to sow confusion, create deception, and dissolve
trust within networks.35 All of these activities are of serious consequence
but, in and of themselves, are not coercive. The reason is relatively simple:
no matter how effective the autonomous use of cyberpower may be, one
cannot underestimate the resilience of adversaries nor forget that they will
almost always have recourse to the use of physical violence to resist and
strike back.36
Indeed, the ubiquitous nature of cyberspace—thanks in turn to the
ubiquity of ICTs—has critical implications for military command, defined by Martin van Creveld as “a function that has to be exercised, more
or less continuously, if the army is to exist and to operate.”37 Because
cyberspace shrinks organizational scope and can reach up, down, and
across echelons and stovepipes, it offers military commanders the potential for greater control. Yet, as van Creveld effectively points out, to use a
communications technology solely for control of every tactical and operational activity is to abrogate effective command and stifle, if not strangle,
tactical and operational performance.38 Present-day cyber-enabled commanders would do well to emulate Helmuth von Moltke and his judicious
use of the telegraph during the late nineteenth century rather than Field
Marshal Haig’s “telephonitis” during the catastrophic Battle of the Somme
in the First World War.39 The ubiquity of cyberspace may well tempt many
commanders to interfere at the lowest echelon and reach forward into
tactical fights, yet the imperatives for effective command in the information age are the same as they were in the days of the Roman Empire. These
imperatives consist of the ability of the commander to grasp the strategic
context of the time; bring internal and external coherence to the force
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under command; create a design for how the force is to be used; have the
moral and intellectual courage to take action; possess nerve in the face of
extreme pressure and uncertainty; create a persona to inspire those under
command to not only obey orders in the face of mortal danger but to also
follow the commander who inspires them; possess a great intellect that is
creative, bold, and curious; possess expertise in the practice of arms, without which there is no credibility; and finally, identify those rare individuals
who not only possess the capacity to carry out such imperatives but also
epitomize them.40
Cyberpower in the hands of a commander who is able to exercise all the
imperatives of command will be a very powerful tool. As van Creveld convincingly demonstrates, those commanders who shaped their command
structure according to the mission to be accomplished, rather than the
technology at their disposal, won. Those commanders who became slaves
to the technology at their disposal—be it the telegraph, telephone, or
wireless radio—have tended to exert control at the lowest echelons, thus
strangling initiative and adaptability. Rather than leading their forces,
they were cocooned by their favored means of communication.41 Thus, in
the wrong hands cyberpower will likely amplify the pathologies of poor
senior commanders, stifle the ability of junior officers and senior noncommissioned officers to lead and adapt, and render the entire structure
of command reliant on the durability and survivability of what is, in essence,
a collection of fragile and vulnerable communication links.
Profound implications arise out of these assertions. First, future wars against
cyber-savvy adversaries will have to be fought using command systems that
anticipate having to fight in a degraded, if not denied, cyber environment.
In other words, these systems must be structured in such a way that they
can survive when information is not only unreliable but also scarce. Second,
senior commanders will have to delegate tactical and even operational
authority to subordinate commanders and guide them through the use of
mission orders that specify the minimum that must be achieved. And
third, for a force to succeed in an information-deprived environment, a
greater onus on unit cohesion, training, and (especially for commanders)
education in the strategic arts becomes imperative.
Cyberspace, as already mentioned, is fragile and vulnerable to myriad
methods of attack and disruption ranging from jamming of the EMS to
the hacking of software, insertion of malware into operating systems, or
denial-of-service attacks. This vulnerability, when taken together with the
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ubiquity of cyberspace and the reliance built upon it, means that cyberpower is an offensive instrument that is ideal for manipulating the strategic
environment to one’s advantage and ultimately disrupting and even denying
the ability of an adversary deprived of individuals steeped in the imperatives
of command to effectively command its instruments of national power. In
future wars in which cyberpower will feature most prominently, victory
will favor the side able to effectively command forces deprived of information while at the same time using it to deceive, deny, demoralize, and
disrupt enemies to the extent that their ability to comprehend the strategic
environment is sufficiently deprived. Threats to cyberspace are myriad,
and as earlier described in the strategic context of cyberpower, there are
many sources of this threat. Even with better cyber defenses, especially in
the United States, the effective use of cyberpower will see networks disrupted and unreliable for effective communications and use. That said,
however, sufficient resilience measures should be instituted as quickly as
possible to help facilitate offensive cyber operations.42
Strategically this means policy makers and commanders who are today
used to making decisions and commanding in an information-saturated
environment will have to become accustomed to carrying out their function
in the face of information scarcity and, thus, uncertainty. Perhaps the most
profound implication of all is future leaders will find that enduring traits of
command and strategic acumen will be just as, if not more, important as
ever before. Cyberpower not only adds a new layer of fog to war but also
to peace, and this will apply to all who utilize it. Continuing advantage
will likely turn on both the ability of leaders and commanders to think
and act strategically and having the most resilient cyberspace networks
that while degraded may provide the information edge. As David J. Lonsdale
states, “A little information power can go a long way,”43 but only if leaders
and commanders have the strategic acumen to properly manipulate it to
their advantage. Uncertainty, not certainty, will be the default condition
in a world of cyberpower. To help future leaders and commanders cope,
work must begin, albeit incrementally, on building a theory of cyberpower.

Toward a Theory of Cyberpower
It would be wrong to suggest that no attempt has been made to craft a
theory of cyberpower to date. Greg Rattray has done the field a great
service with his excellent book, Strategic Warfare in Cyberspace, and Stuart
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H. Starr attempted to lay a framework for a theory of cyberpower in a
chapter he contributed to the eminently useful collection of essays, Cyberpower and National Security.44 Both works have contributed much to
building a theory of cyberpower, yet both also have drawbacks. Rattray’s
work is arguably the superior of the two and has many strategic “nuggets”
to offer the careful reader, however, it also tends to overemphasize the
technological and organizational dimensions at the expense of other pertinent dimensions and relies exclusively on the analogy of strategic airpower.45 Starr, on the other hand, usefully employs Harold Winton’s taxonomy
of what a theory should look like but then immediately delves into the
tactical and technical weeds and fails to relate cyberpower to its political
and strategic context.46
Under the rubric of the eternal logic of strategy should be a theory of
cyberpower that can aid the commander and cyber operator to maximize
its usefulness as an instrument of policy. Land, sea, air, and space power all
have a canon of military theory that includes Jomini and von Moltke for
land power, Mahan and Corbett for sea power, Douhet and Mitchell for
airpower, and Dolman and Klein for space power.47 To this day these
works are taught in the respective staff and war colleges of all the services
around the world. Likewise, a theory of cyberpower is deemed useful because
“it is based on the proposition that before one can intelligently develop and
employ [cyberpower], one should understand its essence.”48 Similarly,
ADM J. C. Wylie, USN, one of the finest strategic thinkers of the twentieth
century, noted,
Theory serves a useful purpose to the extent that it can collect and organize the
experiences and ideas of other men, sort out which of them may have a valid
transfer value to a new and different situation, and help the practitioner to enlarge
his vision in an orderly, manageable and useful fashion—and then apply it to the
reality with which he is faced.49

A theory of cyberpower, then, might just be of some practical use. But
what is such a theory supposed to do? What should it, in broad terms,
look like? Winton provides five criteria for developing military theory that
can be applied to cyberpower and which, at the very least, should be addressed in any attempt.
Define the field. This criterion would delineate what cyberspace and cyberpower are and what they are not. Daniel T. Kuehl recently identified at
least 14 definitions of cyberspace, revealing that the study of the strategic
application of cyberpower is immature.50 Reaching some kind of con-
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sensus on definitions of cyberspace and cyberpower is ultimately important if a plausible theory is to emerge.
Categorize into constituent parts. The next criterion of a theory is to break
the field of study down into its constituent parts. Imagine cyberpower as
a citrus fruit, cutting it up into slices, examining each, and then putting
them back together to remake the whole. This involves identifying the
component parts of what constitutes cyberspace—its infrastructure, physical, syntactic, and semantic layers—and the various tools (or weapons) that
can be used to generate effects.
Explain. With cyberpower defined and the workings of its constituent
parts understood, the next criterion of a theory is to explain how it does
what it does. Ultimately, “theory without explanatory power is like salt
without savor—it is worthy only of the dung heap.” Here a theory must
explain how cyberpower achieves its desired effects in the strategic environment, such as disruption, deception, denial, and so forth. Furthermore, a theory must attempt to identify the circumstances in which cyberpower will be most effective.
Connect to other fields. A theory must then be able to connect cyberpower to the wider universe. In what ways does it interact with the other
domains? In what ways is cyberpower mitigated by friction, differences in
cultures, economics, and so on? Such a description need not be exhaustive
but should at least demonstrate the place of cyberpower within the
strategic cosmos.
Anticipate. A good theory should be able to identify those aspects of
cyberpower that are likely to be timeless long after society and technology
change.51 Anticipation is not the same as prediction (which is impossible),
but is possible by identifying the larger influences of cyberpower that are
scalable in the future. It should, of course, be noted that a theory of cyberpower will have its limitations. It will never be able to fully reflect reality
and all the random and complex variables that occur. It is impossible for
theory to capture such complexity, but it can educate the mind to cope
with the complexity and act with purpose despite it.52 Furthermore, elements such as technologies, actors, and the political context change at
alarming and rapid rates, and theory cannot be expected to capture such
changes, but a good theory will recognize that change is inevitable. The best
a theorist of cyberpower can expect is to get the big things right enough.
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Conclusion
The technological and tactical story of cyberpower has been an exciting
(if not disquieting) one to date. Yet the strategic story has been slow to
develop, partly due to the fact that little effort has gone into identifying
exactly what it is that cyberpower strategically provides to its employer.
Cyberpower does have a strategic purpose, and it can be understood by
exploring its character, strategic context, and relationship to strategy.
Ultimately cyberpower translates into the ability to manipulate perceptions of the strategic environment, and this task requires a theory of
cyberpower. There is much that is eminently debatable about cyberpower
that doubtlessly others will take issue with, but the growing community
of cyber thinkers must focus on the strategic implications as a matter of
urgency lest they lead the unwitting into catastrophe.
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